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This document presents the technical characteristics
and working conditions of the "Salyut" -type arbiting
space stations which affect the selection of preliminary
versions of scientific programs and the selection of
plans in conjunction with space " shuttle" operations.
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1.3. Geometric Characteristics
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Item	 (Value
1.3.1. Maximal longitu-
dinal dimension
of the station,
meters	 21
1.3.2. Maximal cross-
sectional
dimension
(along the solar
batteries), meters	 30-33
1.3.3. Maximal diameter
of the hermetically
sealed chamber,
meters	 4.2
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1.5. Mass-inertia Characteristics
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item value
1.5.1. Mass of the
station, t 26 Mass-inertia
characteristics
of the "Salyut"
station at the
movint of docking
with the shuttle
craft
1.5.2. Maximal moment The moments of
of inertia of inertia are com-
the station, puted relative to
kg m2 the mass center
Tx 1.4 x 10 5 of the station
T 1.2 x 106
Y
T, 1.2 x 106
1.5.3.	 Coordinates
of the mass
center of the
station	 (for
the maximal
moment of
inertia), m
X -8.3C
IY C I <0.1
Iz C 1 <0.1
i
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Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
1.5.4.	 Minimal moment
of	 inert,.-.:, of
the station,
kg-m2
T 1.4 x 105
x
Ty 8 x 105
T 8 x 105
z
1.5.5.	 Mass center
coordinates
of the station(for the
minimal moment
of inertia), m
X -2.7
C
lY	 I <0.1
C
1z
C1
<0.1
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1.7. Time Characteristics 	 11.
f
I
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
1.7.1. Total flight time
of the station,
years 1.5-2
1.7.2. Length of the flight
in operation "A" Orbital Operation "A":
flight the "Salyut"
station and the
"shuttle" craft -
two mutually
guided but
separately flying
objects
1.7.3. Length of the flight
in operation "B",
days up to 5 Operation "B":
"Salyut" station
and "shuttle"
craft in docked
position
1.7.4. Length of flight up to 0.5 Operation "C":
in operation "C", "Salyut" station
years operates with
scientific
equipment,
supplied by
the "shuttle"
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1. 8. Crew of the Station	 12.
Characteristics or Workinq Conditions
Item	 value
1.8.1. Number of crew
members	 2
Note
,4
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1.9. Possibilities of Walking in Outer Space 	 13.
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
1.9.1 Number of crew
members who walk
in space 2
1.9.3.Diameter of the
passage section
in the hatch for
exiting into
space, m 0.8
i'
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2. INSTALLATION OF SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT ON BOARD THE STATION
	 14.
2.1. Mass of units of scientific equipment
	
s
transported on the "shuttle"
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
2.1.1.	 Mass of scientific
equipment, instal-
led outside the
station, t 5 - 10
2.1.2.	 Mass of scientific
equipment instal-
led inside
	 the
space station up to 0.5
f.
i14.
I
2.2. Overall Dimensions of Units of scientific Equipment /15.
^F
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
2.2.1. Maximal dimensions
of scientif-c equip-
ment installed
on the outside
of the station:
cross-sectional
dimensions, m 4 x 2.2
length, m up to 16
2.2.2.	 Maximal dimensions
of scientific equip-
ment installed
inside the station:
diameter, m 0.6
length, m 0.6
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T3. DOCKING UNITS	 21.
t^.
3.1. Type of Docking Units and Location of
Electrical Plug and Socket Units
'	 I
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
3.1.1. Type of docking
unit Peripheral
3.1.2. Location of the
electrical plug
and socket units Inside the Manual and Auto-
duct matic engagement
of the electrica
plug and socket
units is possibl
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4. ORIENTATION OF THE STATION RELATIVE TO THE 	 24.
MASS CENTER AND STABILIZATION
	 j
4.1. Provioion for Orientation
Characteristics and working Conditions
Note
Item Value
4.1.1. Operation "A" "Salyut" "Shuttle craft
station - - relative
orientation position of
relative to the mass cen-
the mass ter and orien-
center tation rela-
tive to the
mass center
4.1.2. Operation "B" Has to be
determined
4.1.3.	 Operation "C" The "Salyut'
station
insures
orientation
24.
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4.4. Accuracy of the Orientation Operations of the Station 	 28.
Characteristics or Wozking Conditions
Note
Item Value
4.4.1. Accuracy of orbital
orientation of the
station, angle
minute i50
4.4.2. Accuracy of the
inertia orien-
tation, angle
minute ±10
f`I
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29.	
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4.5. Time! of Guidance 	 129.
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
4.5.1.	 Time of constant
guidance, minuteo 20-50
4.5.2.	 Time for long- In operation
term guidance "C"
with periodic
suspension
of the assigned
orientation
(with a period
of succession
of	 the potation period
of the station),
days. up to 30
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31.6. Power Supply for the Scientific Equipment
6.1. Power Yield
Characteristics and Working Conditions
Note:
Item Value
6.1.1.	 Average daily power Depending on the
yielded for supply- location of the
ing the scientific orbit relative
equipment, kilowatts 0.5-3 to the sun and
the orientation
operation of the
station
it
I
,I
r'
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6.2. Power Voltage	 32.
Characteristics and Working Conditions
Note
Item I	 Value
6.2.1. Nominal power Direct Current
voltage on the Voltage disper-
busbars of the sion from the
scientific equip- nominal is to
ment, Volta 27 be defined.
i
r7. MAINTENANCE OF THE IIEAT CONDITIONS FOR THE
	 !33.
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
7.1. Temperature Range
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
7.1.1.	 Temperature range In the living
in hermetically quarters of the
sealed sections, station
°C 15-25
I
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7.2. Heat Removal
	
34.
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
item	 Value
7.2.1. Removal and disposal By means Of
of heat from the the units
units of scientific of the
equipment, installed scientific
on the outside of equipment
the station
7.2.2. Heat removal from Ventilation Temperature in
the scientific with a stream the instruments'
equipment installed of air zone
inside the station 0	 a	 40°C
1
It
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B. ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE HERMETICALLY 	 35.	 '1
SEALED COMPARTMENTS	 I
5i
8.1. Volume	 j
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
{	 Item	 Value	 j
I
8.1.1. Volume of the
hermetically sealed
compartments of the
station at the
moment of docking
with the "shuttle"
craft, m 3	100
}}
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8.2. Pressure and Atmospheric Composition
	
36.	
i
;
t^
Characteristics and Working Conditions
Note
Item	 Value
8.2.1. Total pressure in
the hermetically
sealed compartments
mm mercury column 490-960
8.2.2. Partial oxygen
pressure, mm
mercury column 510-200
8.2.3. Carbon dioxide
partial pressure
(not more than)
mm mercury column 7
8.2.4. Partial pressure
of water vapors,
mm mercury column 8-13
9
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9.2. Fuel Components of the Reactive Control Instruments
	
38.
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item value
9.2.1.	 Fuel Unc3mmetrical
Dimethyi-
hydrazine
9.2.2.	 oxidizing agent Nitrogen
tetroxide
g
c+
-.I
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10. CHARACTERISTICS OF FLIGHT TIME
10.1. Stability and Accuracy of Coordination
f	 Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
10.1.1	 Stability of flight
time
_
5 x 10 For the entire
flight time
of the station
10-9 For 36 hours
flight time
of the station
10.1.2. Accuracy of coor-
dinating flight
time with ground
time, milliseconds ±50
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Stabilization
on the transducers
of the angular
speeds
Angular
speeds
along each
axis
< 0.06
degree/sec
11. RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
	 /40.
"SALYUT" SPACE STATION AND THE "SHUTTLE" CRAFT
11.1. Distribution of Functions and Orientation Operation
Characteristics or Working Conditions
I	 Note
Item	 Value
11.1.1. Function of the
"Salyut" station
during rendezvous
Passive
craft
11.1.2. Orientation
operation of
the "Salyut"
station during
rendezvous with
the "shuttle"
f
i
w41.
11.2. Parameters of Movement of the "Shuttle" craft
Relative to the Station Which Should Be Considered
For the Development of the Docking Unit and
Other Structural Elements
Characteristics on Working Conditions
Note
Item	 I	 Value
11.2.1 Rendezvous speed,
Meters sec 0.05-0.152 The data
correspond to
the "Summary
11.2.2 Lateral velocity Document" of
component m/sec 0±0.061 the meeting
of specialists
11.2.3 Lateral misa- from NASA
lignment, m 0±0.229 and the Acade-
my of Sciences
of the USSR,
October,	 1973,
Moscow
11.2.4 Angular mis-
alignment,
degrees	 0±6
11.2.5 Bank turn, degrees
	
0±5
E f
I
42.
Characteristics or Working Conditions
Note
Item Value
11.2.6.	 Angular speed for
the active craft,
degrees/sec 0	 a,	 0.3
11.2.7.	 Angular speed for
the passive craft,
degrees/sec 0	 0.3
f
i
'i	 42.
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